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ONE MOTOR FINGER MECHANISM

FIG. 1B is a schematic illustration of an alternate embodi

ment of a mechanical ?nger driven by a single actuator.

This application claims the bene?t of US. provisional
patent application No. 61/286,345, ?led Dec. 14, 2009, Which
is incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.

ment of a mechanical ?nger driven by a single actuator.

This invention Was made With government support under

ment of a mechanical ?nger driven by a single actuator.

FIG. 1C is a schematic illustration of an alternate embodi
FIG. 1D is a schematic illustration of an alternate embodi
FIG. IE is a schematic illustration of an alternate embodi

Contract No. N66001-06-C8005, awarded by Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency. The government has
certain rights in the invention.

ment of a mechanical ?nger driven by a single actuator.
FIG. 2 is a perspective vieW of an example of a prosthetic

BACKGROUND

?nger, partially constructed and Without a covering, embody
ing a coupling mechanism according to the principles of the
mechanical ?nger of FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is an exploded vieW of the prosthetic ?nger of FIG.

A “mechanical ?nger” refers to an elongated, articulating,
mechanical appendage. Like a human ?nger, a mechanical

2.

?nger has one end joined to a structure that acts as a base and
an opposite end that is not anchored or connected. A mechani

mal and medial phalanges of the prosthetic ?nger of FIG. 2,

FIG. 4A is a side vieW, rendered With perspective, of proxi
Which is only partially constructed to reveal a differential

cal ?nger used for grasping typically has tWo or more rigid
sections, and preferably at least three, connected end to end

linkage.
FIG. 4B is a side vieW, not rendered With perspective, of the

by articulating joints. Terminology used to describe the
anatomy of a human ?nger is used to describe a mechanical

20

?nger. As in the human ?nger, each section of the ?nger is

partially constructed proximal and medial phalanges of the
prosthetic ?nger of FIG. 2, in an extended position.

referred to as a “phalanx.” A ?nger extends from a base and is

FIG. 4C is a side vieW, not rendered With perspective, of the

comprised of at least tWo, and preferably three, phalanges
joined end to end by pivoting or articulating joints. A ?rst

partially constructed proximal and medial phalanges of the
prosthetic ?nger of FIG. 4B, in a fully ?exed position.

articulating joint joins a proximal phalanx to a base, such as a

25

FIG. 5A is a side vieW, rendered With perspective, of proxi

palm of a hand. A second articulating joint joins the proximal

mal and medial phalanges of an alternate embodiment of a

phalanx to an intermediate or middle phalanx, and a third

prosthetic ?nger that is partially constructed to reveal a dif

articulating joint joins the intermediate phalanx to a distal
phalanx. The ?rst joint is referred to as the metacarpopha
langeal (MCP) joint, the second as the proximal interpha
langeal (PIP) joint, and the third as the distal interphalengeal

ferential linkage.
FIG. 5B is a side vieW, not rendered With perspective, of the
30

partially constructed proximal and medial phalanges of an
alternate embodiment of the prosthetic ?nger of FIG. 2, in an

extended position.

(DIP) joint.

FIG. 5C is a side vieW, not rendered With perspective, of the

In a mechanical ?nger, the phalanges are coupled to one or
more motors to cause ?exion and extension of the ?nger.

When using a kinematic mechanism for coupling a single
motor to the phalanges, the position of the actuator fully
determines the position of the joints, but the torque at each
joint is unknoWn. With a differential mechanism, the torque at
the actuator determines the torque at each of the driven joints,
but neither the velocity nor the position of the individual
joints are speci?ed by the actuator velocity or position alone.

35

partially constructed proximal and medial phalanges of an
alternate embodiment of the prosthetic ?nger of FIG. 5B, in a

fully ?exed position.

40

FIG. 6 is a side vieW, rendered in perspective of proximal
and medial phalanges of alternate embodiment of a mechani
cal partially constructed to reveal a differential linkage.
FIG. 7 is a side, perspective vieW of the partially con

structed prosthetic ?nger of FIG. 2, With certain elements

A kinematic mechanism produces consistent, predictable

removed to reveal a linkage.

motion of the ?nger joints, but it does not alloW the ?nger to
curl around an object. Differential mechanisms alloW curling
and grasping, but often deviate from the desired motion due to
forces at the ?ngertip, causing buckling, or due to friction in
the joints, causing undesirable curling behavior When not

FIG. 8A is a side, non-perspective vieW of the prosthetic
?nger of FIG. 2, With several parts removed to illustrate a stop
45

linkage.
FIG. 8B is a perspective vieW of FIG. 7B.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

conforming.
SUMMARY

50

According to one aspect of an exemplary embodiment of a

mechanical ?nger comprising at least tWo phalanges driven
by a single actuator, and a differential transmits torque in
parallel from the actuator to the MCP joint and the PIP joint.
According to another aspect, the mechanical ?nger further
includes a variable stop that limits rotation of the PIP joint

55

In the folloWing description of a mechanical ?nger, like
numbers refer to like parts.
FIGS. 1A-1E schematically illustrate several alternative
embodiments of mechanisms for driving a mechanical ?nger
100 using a single motor. The mechanism combines a differ
ential, a kinematic linkage and a PIP linkage for coupling the
torque and position of a drive output to a mechanical ?nger
100 having at least tWo sections in order to control its ?exion

based on the angle of rotation of the MCP joint. Such a

and extension in a manner that permits it to be used in con

mechanical ?nger is capable of exhibiting consistent predict

nection With grasping or other applications in Which a curling
action is desirable. Such applications include, but are not
limited to, robotic hands and prosthetic hands.
The illustrated examples of mechanical ?nger 100 com
prise at least a proximal phalanx 102, a medial or middle
phalanx 104, and, in the embodiments of FIGS. 1A to IE, a
distal phalanx 106. “Phalanx” refers to an elongated, rigid

able motion When moving in free space or When contacting an
object at the ?ngertip, and curling in order to conform to an
object When the contact is at other locations on the ?nger.

60

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
65

FIG. 1A is a schematic illustration of a mechanical ?nger

driven by a single actuator.

section of the ?nger, and “phalanges” to multiple sections of
the ?nger. The phalanges are sometimes also referred to

US 8,470,051 B2
3

4

herein as ?rst, second and third sections, respectively, of the
mechanical ?nger. Articulating joints, Which are not

128. The compliant element is, for example, comprised of an
elastic element that generates a spring force. The spring pro

expressly indicated in the ?gure, permit joined phalanges to

vides compliance for series elasticity and shock mitigation by

pivot With respect to each other around an axis of the joint.
The X-axis 108 of the ?gure represents the angle of extension

alloWing linkage 124 to stretch a little When forces are applied
to it. Elasticity and shock mitigation or dampening can be
desirable in certain applications, such as prosthetics. Move

and ?exion of the phalanges relative to each other and to a

reference ground 110. A greater angle indicates ?exion of the
?nger and a smaller angle indicates extension of the ?nger.
The length of arroW 112 represents the angle, designated by
the variable @PF betWeen the proximal phalanx 102 and a
ground 110. Similarly, the lengths of arroWs 114 and 116

ment of the linkage 130 relative to the proximal phalanx 102,
such as during curling When the proximal phalanx 102 is
blocked, also results in compression of a compliant member
represented in the ?gure by a spring 132 coupled betWeen the
proximal phalanx and the link 130. The spring acts to extend
the PIP joint.
Referring only to FIGS. 1A-1D, in each of the illustrated
examples a linkage 126 adjusts the position of stop 134 based

represent the relative angles betWeen the proximal phalanx
and the middle phalanx, and betWeen the middle phalanx and
the distal phalanx, respectively. These angles are designated
in the ?gure by the variables @MF and GDP, respectively.
The angular position and torque transmitted by an output of

on rotation of the MCP joint. Stop 134 limits the range of
motion of the PIP joint. The linkage sets the position of the
hard stop based on the degree of rotation of the MCP joint
from ground. Stopping rotation of the PIP joint limits exten

a single actuator or drive, Which output is represented by line
118, controls the ?exion and extension of the ?nger. Any type
of suitable motor can poWer the actuator or drive. The type of

the motor Will depend on the application. The angular posi
tion of the output is represented by line 120 and is designated
by the variable 6),". Torque applied to an object by a joint is

20

represented as a linear force in the ?gure. The torque deliv

ered by the output of the drive is represented by line 122.
Variable Tm represents the magnitude of the torque from a

25

motor connected to the drive. Note that the motor is not

expressly illustrated in the ?gures. Torque on the metacar

pophalangeal (MCP) joint (not shoWn), designated Tmcp,
Which is generated by force applied to the proximal phalanx,
is represented by line 103. Similarly, torque on the proximal

sion of the medial phalanx, as Well as the distal phalanx,

beyond a predetermined angle relative to the proximal pha
lanx. The angle of rotation of the MCP joint is represented in

30

interphalangeal (PIP) joint (not shoWn) is designated Tpl-P and

the ?gure as the distance betWeen ground 110 and the proxi
mal phalanx 102. The angle of the PIP joint relative to the
phalanx is indicated by the length of line 1 14 in the ?gure. The
stop rotates With respect to the PIP joint as the MCP joint
rotates, and thus it depends on the angle of the MCP joint.
When the proximal phalanges motion is not blocked, the stop
linkage 126 enforces natural, simultaneous curling of all three
joints, the MCP, PIP and DIP joints. Linkage 126 also enables
the ?nger to resist forces on the distal phalanx Without the

is represented by line 105. Torque on the distal interpha

differential allowing the PIP and DIP joints to straighten and

langeal (DIP) joint (not shoWn) is designated TPl-P and is

the MCP joint to ?ex. Despite the system having a differen
tial, the posture of all three joints can thus remain ?xed (not

represented by line 105.
A hybrid mechanism comprising a kinematic linkage and
differential enables conformal grasping by the ?nger due to

35

the differential, but at the same time curling behavior can be

precisely de?ned during application of forces to the distal
phalanx only. In the examples illustrated by the schematics of
FIG. 1A-1E, a differential 124 coupled to ground 110 applies
the torque Tm from the motor to the proximal phalanx 102.
The differential also applies the torque to linkage 130 in the
embodiments of FIGS. 1A, 1B, IE or to medial phalanx 104
in the tWo-phalanx embodiment of FIG. 1C, or to a second
differential 125 in the embodiment of FIG. 1D. The differen

tial 124 couples the drive output With the MCP joint and the
PIP joint. Thus, the drive applies torque to both the PIP and
MCP joints in the embodiments of FIGS. 1A-1C and 1E. In
the embodiment of FIG. 1D, the combination of differential
124 and differential 125 applies torque applied to the MCP,
PIP and DIP joints.

40

50

Linkage 130 in FIGS. 1A, 1B, and 1E functions as a kine

through an algebraic relationship. Linkage 130 couples the

128, in series With ground, represented in the ?gure by spring

a point near the ?ngertip act to straighten the ?nger, and
forces applied proximal to this point act to curl the ?nger. The
point at Which the behavior changes from straightening to
curling is referenced as the “focal point” of the differential.
For external forces that act proximal to the focal point, the
MCP joint Will extend and the PIP joint Will ?ex.
Referring noW to FIGS. 1A-1E, the linkage 126 is also used
to move the endpoint for return spring 132. The return spring
132 acts to straighten the ?nger and to keep the mechanism
pushed over to one side of this free range of motion. In the

55

absence of any external forces pushing on the ?nger, the
return spring makes the ?nger act as though the differential
124 is not present. The return spring can also provide some
resistance to curling of the ?ngers When forces are applied to

the dorsal side of the ?nger. Any compliance in the differen
60

medial phalanx around the DIP joint (not shoWn). This
coupled curling relative to the proximal phalanx 102 occurs
even While motion of proximal phalanx 102 is blocked, such
as When conformal grasping is occurring
As shoWn in the embodiment illustrated only in FIG. 1B,
the linkage 124 may, optionally, include a compliant element

Because of the use of a differential linkage to couple torque
from the drive to the MCP and PIP joints, the positions of the
MCP and PIP joints are not fully determined by the position
of the drive. For any given position of the drive output, the
?nger mechanism has one free motion available, Which is an
extension of the proximal phalanx and a ?exing of the PIP and
DIP joints. Preferably, linkage dimensions and moment arms
are chosen so that external forces applied to the ?nger distal to

45

matic linkage, coupling the motion of PIP and DIP joints
PIP and DIP joints (not shoWn), so that both joints rotate
together, in a ?xed relationship, resulting in the medial and
distal phalanges curling together in a natural curling motion.
Movement of link 130 relative to the proximal phalanx 102
causes the middle phalanx to rotate about the PIP joint (not
shoWn), and the distal phalanx to rotate With respect to the

against stops) irrespective of the magnitude of a single exter
nal force applied to the distal phalanx.

tial 124 Will result in some motion, but this Will occur in all

three joints and is not due to the differential coupling.
As illustrated by the embodiment of FIG. 1E, adjustable
stop 134 for the PIP joint may be omitted for an application
not requiring it, or in Which it is desirable not to have it. In this
65

example, the linkage 126 controls only the position of the end
point of the PIP joint return spring 132. The linkage 126 thus
becomes a spring centering linkage.

US 8,470,051 B2
5
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Referring noW only to FIG. 1D, this embodiment of a
mechanical ?nger includes a differential 125 comprising dif

In each of the embodiments shoWn in FIGS. 2 to 8B, plates
228a and 22819 are the primary structural elements of medial
phalanx 204. Plates 232a and 23219 are the primary structural

ferential linkage 136 in place of a kinematic linkage. The
differential couples the medial and distal phalanges using a
differential relationship. This embodiment also optionally
includes an adjustable stop 138 for the DIP joint and return
spring 140 for placing a torque on the DIP joint that tends to
extend the distal phalanx relative to the medial phalanx. Link
age 142 is connected to proximal phalanx 102 and adjusts the
position of DIP stop 138 based on the angle of rotation of the
PIP joint. It also sets the endpoint of return spring 140.
FIGS. 2, 3, 4A-4C, 5A-5C, 6, 7 and 8A-B illustrate various
aspects of an exemplary embodiments of mechanical ?nger

elements comprising the proximal phalanx 202. The differ
ential linkage of FIGS. 4A-4C and 5A-5C described above is
housed betWeen the plates. To these plates can be attached

shells to give the proximal phalanx its desired exterior shape
in the particular prosthetic or other application.
The pins used to join components in the differential link
age, as Well as in other linkages described beloW, permit
relative rotation of the joints that are joined. The location of
pin 226 is eccentric to the axis of the PIP joint to form a
moment arm. The axis of the PIP joint is de?ned by pin 236,

Whichpivotally connects the clevis formed by plates 232a and
23219 of the proximal phalanx With plates 228a and 22819 of
the medial phalanx. For a given rotation of the drive output,

100 for use in a prosthetic application. The prosthesis com

prises at least one prosthetic ?nger 200. The prosthesis may
also include, depending on the needs of the patient, a pros

thetic hand, comprising a prosthetic palm to Which the
mechanical ?nger is attached, and a prosthetic arm, to Which
the prosthetic hand is attached. Only the internal structure of
the prosthetic ?nger is illustrated in the ?gures.

either the MCP joint or the PIP joint can rotate. Rotation of the

drive output not only applies torque to the MCP joint by
causing the pivot link to push against pin 230, but it also
20

rotates the link, causing the other part of the link to transmit a

25

force that is applied to pin 226. Even if the proximal phalanx
is blocked, the link Will nevertheless pivot and apply torque to
the PIP joint. Thus, torque from the drive is applied to both the
MCP joint and the PIP joint.
Referring noW to FIGS. 2, 3, and 7, the medial phalange

Prosthetic ?nger 200 is comprised of proximal phalanx
202, medial phalanx 204, and distal phalanx 206. Distal pha
lanx 206 has been omitted from FIGS. 4A-4F for purposes of

illustration. Metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint 208 connects
the ?nger to a base element, for example, an arti?cial palm or

hand, Which is not shoWn. Proximal interphalangeal (PIP)
joint 210 joins the proximal and medial phalanges. Distal
interphalangeal (DIP) joint 212 joins the medial and distal

204 houses a kinematic linkage for coupling rotation of the
PIP joint to the DIP joint so that both curl simultaneously. The
kinematic linkage comprises a connecting rod 238 that spans

phalanges.
In the embodiment shoWn in FIGS. 3 and 4A-4C, the
proximal phalanx 202 houses a differential linkage com

betWeen the proximal phalanx 202 and the distal phalanx 206.
30

distal end of the connecting rod engages hole 246 in the distal
phalanx. The distal phalanx is linked to the medial phalanx by
a hinge formed by pins 248a and 2481). These pins cooperate

prised of a connecting rod 214, a pivot link 216, and another
connecting rod 218. Connecting rod 214 is joined by pin 220
to an arm extending from drive output 222, and thus connects
the output drive to one end of the pivot link 216. Although not
shoWn, a motoria stepper motor, for exampleilocated in
the base element rotates a drive input, Which in this example
is pin 223, Which in turn rotates the drive output. Drive output
222 is ?xed to the pin 223. Pin 221 joins the connecting rod to
the pivot link. Connecting rod 218 connects the other end of

the pivot link to plates 228a and 22819 of the medial phalanx
204. Pin 224 joins the pivot link to the connecting rod 218,
and pin 226 joins the connecting rod to the plates 228a and
228b, Which comprise the primary structural elements for
medial phalanx 204.
The midpoint of the pivot link is ?xed by pin 230 to plates
232a and 23219. The pivot link Will rotate Within the proximal
phalanx, about the axis of pin 230, as indicated by comparing
FIGS. 4B and 4C, When the drive output rotates. During
?exion, rotation of the drive output 222 pulls the connecting
rod 214, Which pulls on the pivot link 216, Which pulls on a
second connecting rod 218, Which pulls on plates 228a and
22819 of the medial phalanx.

35

distal phalanx 252. Although in this embodiment the linkage
is comprised of a single connecting rod, it could comprise
40

45

the envelope of the proximal phalanx 204.

Referring noW only to FIGS. 2, 3, 8A and 8B, the mechani
cal ?nger 200 includes, in this embodiment, ?xed stop 253
that stops rotation of the PIP joint to prevent hyperextension
of the medial phalanx. In this embodiment, a movable PIP
stop part 254 rotates on the same axis as the PIP joint to reduce

50

55

the permitted range of motion of the medial phalanx by lim
iting further rotation of the PIP joint based on the degree of
?exion of the MCP joint. The centerline of pin 236 de?nes the
axis of rotation. The PIP stop part includes a stop portion 255
that interferes With 257 of plate 22811 of the medial phalanx to
prevent the medial phalanx from extending. The position of
the PIP stop part 254 is based on the degree of rotation of the
MCP joint, and is accomplished in this embodiment by a

linkage comprising connecting rod 260 betWeen a housing
256 for a drive (not shoWn) and PIP stop part 254. The linkage
may also be implemented using multiple links. A pin connects

ant element comprises spring 217. Except for the added com

FIG. 6, the pivot link 216 and the connecting rods 214 and 218
are replaced With a linkage comprising a single connecting
rod 219 that is connected by pins 220 and 226 to the drive
housing 222 and plate 228!) of the medial phalanx 204.As can
be seen in the ?gure, the connecting rod must extend beyond

multiple links Furthermore, a differential could be substituted
for the kinematic linkage, as described in connection With
FIG. 1D.

pliance and elasticity provided by the spring, the differential
With spring performs in a substantially similar manner as the
pivot link 216. In another alternate embodiment shoWn in

respectively, With a hole on plate 228a and a hole on plate
228!) of the medial phalanx, and With holes 250a and 25019 on

opposite forks of a clevis extending from a shell forming

In an alternate embodiment shoWn in FIGS. 5A-5C, the

pivot link 216 (FIGS. 4A-4C) is replaced by an in series
compliant element for giving the ?nger compliance for series
elasticity and shock mitigation. In this example, the compli

Pin 240 at a proximal end of the connecting rod engages hole
242 on plate 232!) of the proximal phalanx. Pin 244 on the

the distal end of connecting rod 260 to arm portion 264 of the
60

PIP stop part 254. The proximal end of connecting rod 260 is
connected by another pin to the drive housing 256. As the
MCP joint rotates due to ?exion of the proximal phalanx 202,
the connecting rod pulls on the arm 264, causing the PIP stop
part to rotate in the same direction.

65

With the PIP-stop linkage, the medial phalanx 204 is
stopped either by the ?xed stop 253 on the proximal phalanx
When the proximal phalanx is fully extended, or by the mov

US 8,470,051 B2
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able stop of PIP-stop part 254 When the MCP joint is rotated
during ?exion of the proximal phalanx. If the MCP joint

and are not intended to be limited to the details of the illus
trated structures or the disclosed embodiments.

rotates, then the PIP joint is forced to rotate as Well by the
What is claimed is:

PIP-stop part. During free motion, or When forces are applied
to the ?ngertip, movement of the PIP-stop part helps to pro
duce predictable curling like a fully kinematic mechanism.
In this embodiment, the rotational position of the PIP-stop
part 254 also controls the endpoint 270 of the return spring
266. This spring, Which is normally compressed, has the
effect of extending the medial phalanx, thus pushing the PIP
joint against the PIP-stop. If no external forces act on the
?nger, the force generated by the spring causes the motion of

1. An apparatus comprising:
a ?rst member and a second member, the ?rst member

coupled betWeen a ?rst and a second joint; the ?rst joint
being adapted for coupling to a base element to permit
articulation of the ?rst member With respect to the base

element;

the ?nger joints to be controlled by the PIP-stop. If, hoWever,
an object blocks the motion of the proximal phalanx, then the
differential linkage continues applying torque to the PIP joint,
causing PIP and DIP joints to curl and further compressing
the return spring.
The kinematic linkage for controlling the position of the
PIP stop based on the motion of the MCP joint could also be
used to limit or affect the motion of the PIP and DIP joints in
other Ways. For example, the PIP stop can be removed, per

mitting the linkage to be used for controlling the end point of
the return spring Without limiting the motion of the PIP joint.
Although not necessary for operation of the ?nger as
described above, joint positions can be measured using poten
tiometers coupled With the joints and feedback to a controller
for the drive motor in order to drive the ?nger to desired
position, subject to the limitations of being able to do so
caused by the differential. Similarly, strain gauges can be
placed on, for example, the drive housing 256 to measure
torque on the ?nger and feed the measured torque back to a

15

?rst joint.
2. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a spring for
placing a torque on the second joint in a direction that forces
the second member to extend With respect to the ?rst member.
20

3. The apparatus of claim 2, Wherein said stop for limiting
rotation of the second, joint is connected to a stop linkage that
moves said stop based upon articulation of said ?rst member
relative to said base element about said ?rst joint, Wherein the

spring comprises end point set by the stop linkage.
25

4. The apparatus of claim 3, Wherein the second joint
comprises an axis of rotation, and Wherein the stop is
mounted for rotation about said axis of rotation of the second

joint.
30

5. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a third joint
and a third member coupled to the third joint, the second

member being coupled betWeen the second joint and the third

joint.

controller to change the impedance of the ?nger.

Although the particular components forming the linkages

6. The apparatus of claim 5, further comprising a kinematic

and the phalanges illustrated in FIGS. 2-7 have advantages
When used in a prosthetic application, the structures are

a differential linkage adapted for receiving torque and for
transmitting torque to the ?rst and second joints;
a stop for limiting rotation of the second joint; and
a linkage coupled betWeen the base element and the stop
for moving the stop based on the degree of rotation of the

35

linkage for coupling rotation of the second and third joints.
7. A mechanical ?nger comprising:

intended to be illustrative only of the linkage mechanisms
illustrated by FIG. 1. These components can be adapted or

a ?rst member, a second member and a third member, the
?rst member coupled betWeen a ?rst and a second joint,

substituted for When implementing a differential mechanism
in parallel With a kinematic mechanism in accordance With
FIG. 1. For example, linkages may be replaced With belts or
cables or other passive mechanical mechanisms to achieve the
same general purpose. Although it is common to use linkages
for kinematic mechanisms and cables for differential mecha
nisms, but either type can be used for either purpose. In
addition to being implemented as a linkage, as exempli?ed by
FIGS. 2-8B, the differentials described above may also be
implemented using a belt or cable, for example one linking
the drive output to a drum or pulley at the PIP joint, a gear
train, or a toggle.

the second member coupled betWeen the second joint

Furthermore, applications in Which a mechanical ?nger in

and a third joint, and the third member coupled to the
40

base element to permit articulation of the ?rst member
With respect to the base element;

a differential linkage adapted for receiving torque and for
transmitting torque to the ?rst and second joints;
45

50

application involving grasping, and include many different
55

10. The apparatus of claim 7, Wherein the stop is mounted
for rotation about an axis common With the axis of the second

joint.
60

The foregoing description is of exemplary and preferred

a plurality of ?ngers, each ?nger comprising

claims, is not limited to the described embodiments. Alter
ations and modi?cations to the disclosed embodiments may

otherWise, intended to have ordinary and customary meaning

11. A prostheses comprising:
a base portion;

embodiments. The invention, as de?ned by the appended

of the terms used in the claims are, unless expressly stated

9. The apparatus of claim 8, Wherein the spring comprises
an end point, and Wherein the end point of the spring changes
location based upon a location of the stop.

many diverse or unstructured or unforeseen contexts just as

be made Without departing from the invention. The meaning

a stop for limiting rotation of the second joint; and
a stop linkage coupled betWeen the base element and the
stop for moving the stop based on the degree of rotation
of the ?rst joint.
8. The apparatus of claim 7, further comprising a spring for
placing a torque on the second joint in a direction that forces
the second member to extend With respect to the ?rst member.

types of robotic applications that are not limited to those
attempting to mimic a human hand or prosthetic applications.

human hands are so successfully versatile, including indus
trial grippers, rovers or mobile robots, entertainment, home
robots, surgery or minimally invasive surgery, massage,
patient transfer or stabiliZation, and many others.

a kinematic linkage for coupling rotation of the second and

third joints;

accordance With FIGS. 1A-1E canbe used include any type of

For instance, an anthropomorphic grip may have bene?ts in

third joint; the ?rst joint being adapted for coupling to a

a ?rst member, a second member and a third member, the
?rst member coupled betWeen a ?rst and a second
65

joint, the second member coupled betWeen the second
joint and a third j oint, and the third member coupled to
the third joint; the ?rst joint being adapted for cou
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pling to a base element to permit articulation of the
?rst member With respect to the base element;

being adapted for coupling to a base element to permit
articulation of the ?rst member With respect to the base

a differential linkage for receiving torque and for trans-

element;

mining torque to the ?rst and Second joints;
a kinematic linkage for coupling rotation of the second

and thlr‘thlhts’

_

_ _

a stop for limiting rotation of the second joint;

5

_

_ _

a differential l1nkage adapted for receiving torque and for
transmitting
torque
to the ?rst and second joints;
.
.
. .
.
a spring for placing a torque on the second joint in a
direction that forces the second member to extend With

respect to the ?rst member; and

a StOP hhkage eeupledhetweehthe hrstlelht and the Step
a linkage coupled betWeen the base element and an end
fer moving the StOP based on the degree Ofrotatioh Of
point of the spring for moving the endpoint based on the
the ?rst joint; and
10
degree of rotation of the ?rst joint.
a spring for placing a torque on the second joint in a
14. The apparatus of claim 13, further comprising a third
direction that forces the second member to extend
joint and a third member coupled to the third joint, the second
With respect to the ?rst member.
member being coupled betWeen the second joint and the third
12. The prosthesis of claim 11, further comprising a 15 joint
mechanical arm, to Which the base portion is attached.
15- The apparatus Of Claim 14, further Comprising a kine

13_ An apparatus Comprising:

matic linkage for coupling rotation of the second and third

a ?rst member and a second member, the ?rst member

Jolnts'

coupled betWeen a ?rst and a second joint; the ?rst joint

*

*

*

*
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